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Deconvolution of positron annihilation coincidence Doppler
broadening spectra using an iterative projected Newton method
with non-negativity constraints
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A generalized least-square method with Tikonov–Miller regularization and non-negativity
constraints has been developed for deconvoluting two-dimensional coincidence Doppler broadening
spectroscopy~CDBS! spectra. A projected Newton algorithm is employed to solve the generalized
least-square problem. The algorithm has been tested on Monte Carlo generated spectra to find the
best regularization parameters for different simulated experimental conditions. Good retrieval of the
underlying positron–electron momentum distributions in the low momentum region is
demonstrated. The algorithm has been successfully used to deconvolute experimental CDBS data
from aluminum. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1619547#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Angular correlation of annihilation radiation~ACAR!
and Doppler broadening spectroscopy~DBS! provide infor-
mation on the electron momentum distribution~EMD! in the
material under investigation through measurements of
momentum density of electron–positron annihilating pa
~MDAP!.1 In regular solids the MDAP can be used to che
theoretical band structure calculations, and provides de
on Fermi surfaces in more complex alloys.2 The higher re-
solving power of ACAR is normally required for these stu
ies. On the other hand, in defected solids where the MDA
normally more representative of the positron trapping s
than the bulk solid, the DBS technique can be quickly a
usefully employed to distinguish different defects by plotti
theS~valence! parameter against theW ~core! parameter~the
S–W plot!.3 The DBS technique, while capable of a fast da
accumulation rate, suffers from the poor intrinsic resolut
of HP~Ge! gamma ray spectroscopy systems~typically, ;5
mrad ACAR equivalent, in comparison to;1 mrad for typi-
cal ACAR systems!. DBS on its own is thus normally con
sidered insufficient for accurate MDAP measurement
regular solids, and with regard to defect studies DBS is of
perceived to have reached its limits of usefulness in theS–W
plot.

An extension of the conventional DBS, coinciden
Doppler broadening spectroscopy~CDBS!, has recently been
opening up new horizons.4 In CDBS, two simultaneous mea
surements are made of the Doppler shift on a pair of ann

a!Electronic mail: sfung@hkucc.hku.hk
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lation photons; a procedure having the advantage of pro
ing very low background levels, which permits co
annihilations to be accurately observed, and thus provid
information on the chemical environment of the positro5

Moreover, with relevance in MDAP measurement, CDB
also has the intrinsic property of improving the instrumen
resolution by factors of up to& ~& applying only when the
detectors have equal resolution!,6 together with the possibil-
ity of high quality deconvolution being made possible by t
fact that an almost perfect resolution function of the syst
exists; namely, in the form of the energy spectrum of the 5
keV gamma ray line of85Sr, where photons from the sourc
are observed in pseudocoincidence.7 Britton et al.7 demon-
strated both the importance of the& improvement and the
effect of deconvolution by building a CDBS system with a
effective resolution of 386 eV in full width at half maximum
~FWHM! unit ~;1.5 mrad ACAR equivalent!. The main mo-
tivation of the present work has been similar, namely, tha
trying to investigate if ACAR quality spectra can be obtain
using CDBS. CDBS remains a desirable method over AC
because of its simplicity of operation and the added use
ness of the chemical environment sensitivity provided by
ability to observe high momentum core electron moment

The use of suitable deconvolution algorithms is an i
portant issue in improving the quality of CDBS spectra in t
low momentum range. A major factor in the success of a
deconvolution venture is the quality of the input spectru
itself. Assuming the spectrum has been perfectly stabili
against electronic drift effects, there are still the uncertain
due to noise arising from the stochastic nature of the cou
ing process. Thus, the more counts in the spectrum, the m
9 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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true to the convoluted functional shape, i.e., the less nois
becomes. The number of channels into which the CD
spectrum is discretized is also a factor effecting spec
quality.8 A well set up CDBS system could be expected
record good annihilation photon coincidences at a rate
103 cp s, which over a period of a few days could give to
number of counts (Ncts);109 events.8 Moreover, a good
modern nuclear analog-to-digital converter~ADC! can digi-
tize into number of channels (Nchn);16 000, giving CDBS
image data of 16000316000 pixels. Improvements in decon
volution are not linear inNcts and Nchn but tend to be
logarithmic.8 The question which naturally arises as to wh
constitutes a ‘‘good enough’’ deconvolution under the pr
ently available hardware and computational resources is
of the issues considered in the present work.

A variety of algorithms have been adopted for decon
lution studies on the one-dimensional~1D! annihilation line
spectra of DBS in the past. Many different algorithms ha
been used such as the Stokes method,7,9–12 the maximum
entropy method,13,14 iterative methods,15–18 optimized linear
filtering,19 and the method of generalized least squares.20–24

It is the latter method which is presented in detailed form
this article. Although the methods listed above have all giv
promising results, none of them, excepting Ref. 23, incor
rates non-negativity constraints on the deconvoluted spe
A major objective of the present work is to discuss the f
sibility of implementing such constraints through the use
the projected Newton method.25 Another objective is to ex-
plore the more general use of deconvolution in the tw
dimensional~2D! image data produced in CDBS.

The outline of the article is as follows: First, with refe
ence to the intrinsically ill-conditioned image restorati
problem, the use of Tikhonov regularization will be illu
trated.A priori knowledge of non-negativity will be intro
duced into the generalized least-square formulation. A p
jected Newton-based algorithm will then be described
solve the least-square problem. The effectiveness of this
gorithm is investigated as a function of the number of coun
matrix size~number of channels!, order of derivative to be
regularized, and the regularization parameter. The effec
system resolution of a CDBS system which incorporate
deconvolution code is then considered. Finally, the projec
Newton algorithm is applied to real experimental CDBS d
for polycrystalline aluminum.

II. THEORY

A. CDBS ‘‘image’’ data

In the CDBS technique the energiesE1 andE2 of both
annihilation photons are measured by two HP~Ge! detectors
in back-to-back orientation andE2 is plotted againstE1 to
form a 2D histogram. These energies may be written as

E15m0c22 1
2En1DE1d1 ,

~1!
E25m0c22 1

2En2DE1d2 ,

wherem0 is the electron rest mass,En is the binding energy
of electrons in thenth shell,DE is the Doppler shift, andd1

andd2 are the independent measurement errors for each
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tector. Annihilation events as given by Eq.~1! are thus seen
as lying on the linesE11E252m0c22En with the lines
broadened bys1 ands2 in both coordinates, the latter bein
the standard deviations of instrumental errorsd1 andd2 .

In comparison with conventional DBS method, th
CDBS momentum signal is doubled since:

E12E25pic52DE1d11 ḋ2 . ~2!

By taking s15s2 , one has, assumingd1 and d2 to be
Gaussian in distribution, a standard deviation onE12E2 of

s5As1
21s2

25&s1 . ~3!

From Eqs.~2! and ~3!, it is seen that the signal strength
doubled but the error on the signal has only increased b
factor of& ;40%.6 In practice, the conditions15s2 is
seldom met~the detectors being of different intrinsic resol
tion! so that the& improvement in momentum measureme
is only approached, but never fully attained.

Figure 1~a! shows an experimental CDBS taken f
polycrystalline aluminum. We can see that there are vert
and horizontal cross pieces atE15m0c2 and E25m0c2.
These are produced on the high energy side by pulse pi
and on the low energy side by incomplete charge collecti
In the case of the positron source being22Na, events are
present on the low and high energy sides due to coincid
Compton events from the 1.27 MeV gamma ray associa
with this source. However, the cross pieces need not b
undue concern since in the first place their intensity is mu
less than that of the real annihilation events on the diago
and second, under the proviso that we have ‘‘subtracted o
any Compton background, the remaining counts can in so
sense be considered as part of the instrumental resolu
function, the features being connected with the main sig
in the same way for both the CDBS spectrum and the ins
mental ‘‘blurring’’ function. The presence of similar ‘‘cros
pieces’’ indeed may be seen in the resolution spectr
shown in Fig. 1~b! obtained from a85Sr source taken unde
pseudocoincidence conditions.

B. Deconvolution problem

The convoluted 2D imagegi j of a true 2D image func-
tion f i j (1< i<m,1< j <m) with an instrumental function
hi j (1< i<m,1< j <m) with additive noise may be written26

as follows:

gi j 5 (
i 851

m

(
j 851

m

hi 2 i 8 j 2 j 8 f i 8 j 81ni j , ~4!

whereni j is an unknown noise andm is the size of the image
(Nchn, in our case!. The matrix form becomes

g5Hf1n. ~5!

It is well known that the matrixH is ill conditioned as a
result of its averaging effect. Tikhonov27 postulated an equa
tion:

min
f

ig2Hf i2
21ai f„k…i2

2. ~6!
 license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 1. ~a! Experimental CDBS 2D histogram spectrum taken for polycrystalline Al metal (Ncts523107). ~b! Effective CDBS 2D histogram resolution
function as obtained using a85Sr source (Eg5514 keV) taken with random events~coincidence time window52 ms, Ncts553107). The energy calibration
for both spectra is 75 eV/channel. As can be seen, the resolution of theE1 detector~1.2 keV! is superior to that of theE2 detector~2.0 keV!.
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Here i•i2 denotes the Euclidean norm. In the minimizati
problem associated with Eq.~6!, the quality of the solution is
controlled by the choice of the regularization parametea
.0 in the second ‘‘Tikhonov regularization’’ term. Here
i f„k…i provides a measure of the total energy off ~when k
50) or the kth derivatives off ~when k.0), depending
upon the particular choice ofk. Large values ofa yield less
noisy solutions forf but with some loss of information on
‘‘sharp’’ features, while ifa is set too low the solution forf
may be too noisy.21 The formal solution of this equation is
for a givena,

fa5~HTH1aL „k…!21HTg. ~7!

Here,HT denotes the transpose ofH andL „k… is the regular-
ization matrix corresponding to thekth derivative off. If the
instrumental function is spatially shift invariant, then the d
convoluted imagefa can be obtained efficiently by using fa
cosine or Fourier transforms. However, when the instrum
tal function is spatially shift variant, Eq.~7! can be solved
iteratively to obtainfa .28

Both the calculated spectrumf and the observed spec
trum g should not contain negative elements. This is imp
ing known a priori knowledge of f on the solution. The
constraints on non-negative elements in the minimizat
problem are essential and turn out to be highly effective a
means of regularization. With non-negativity included t
minimization problem~6! may be written as

min
f >0

iHf2gi2
21ai f„k…i2

2. ~8!

The projected Newton method25 can be used to solve th
above nonlinear minimization problem. Thej th iteration of
the projected Newton algorithm can be described as follo

@DA1DI~HTH1aL „k…!DI#sj115z~ fj !,
~9!

fj115@ fj1sj11#1 ,
Downloaded 07 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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wherez(fj)5(HTH1aL )fj2HTg, (@x#1) i5xi if xi>0, and
0 otherwise, and,DA is a diagonal matrix whosei th diagonal
entry is 1 if the i th entry of both fj and z(fj

k) are non-
negative, and is 0 otherwise. Similarly,DI is a diagonal ma-
trix given by I2DA . In each of the projected Newton itera
tions, the linear system in Eq.~9! can be solved by the
conjugate gradient method effectively.29

C. Monte Carlo simulation of CDBS data

There has been a significant amount of research wh
aims at determining the optimal regularization paramete
generalized least-square problems.30 In this work, this pa-
rameter is optimized by interactive selection, as shown sc
matically in Fig. 2. First, Monte Carlo~MC! CDBS spectra
are generated. As outlined below, this technique clos
mimics the response of a CDBS spectrometer to annihila
photons having the typical MDAP characteristic of a met
The deconvoluted functionfa is finally compared with the
underlying MDAP of the materialf through observation of
the weighed residuals (fa2f)•w,w being the column vector
with elements 1/Af i . The ‘‘optimal’’ regularization paramete

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram shows the methodology used for optimizing
deconvolution algorithm. Two runs of a Monte Carlo~MC! program simu-
late both the experimental processes producing a synthetic CDBS spec
of known MDAP f and resolution functionh. These data are then fed int
the deconvolution program~2DNNGLSD! to produce the deconvolutedfa .
The final weighted residual spectrum betweenf and fa is constructed for
purposes of assessing the fidelity of the deconvolution.
 license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. Typical synthetic spectra produced by the MC simulation program.~a! The CDBS spectrum,g, is approximately corresponding to Li metal;~b!
resolution functionh.
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can thus be found so as to bring the closest visual matc
fa to f, or alternatively by defining a weighted ‘‘chi-squared
error:

x25(
i 51

N
~ f a,i ,w2 f i !

2

f i
. ~10!

The method of producing the simulated data has alre
been described in a previous article.24 Only a brief summary
will be given here. Seven variates in the range of 0–1
required to register a single event on the simulated 2D CD
histogram. Considering the sample to be a simple m
~lithium is used here!, the first variate decides whether th
positron is to annihilate with a core or conduction-band el
tron. If the annihilation is from a core electron the next tw
variates are used to position its energyEg1 according to the
Gaussian distribution:

P~Eg1!5
1

aCA2p
e2@~Eg12E0!2/2aC

2
#, ~11!

whereE05mc2 andaC is the standard deviation of the dis
tribution. This distribution is obtained using the standard M
formulation for Gaussian generation:31,32

Eg15E01aCA2 ln
1

j2
cos 2pj3 , ~12!

j2 andj3 being the two random variates. Alternatively, in th
case of an event coming from the conduction band, thenEg1

is thrown according to the inverted parabola:

P~Eg1!5
3

4aF
3 @aF

22~Eg12E0!2#, ~13!

whereaF represents the Doppler shift corresponding to
Fermi momentum. The MC method for generating Eq.~14!
is not well documented, but this distribution can simply
obtained by throwing events in momentum space out t
radius ofaF ~which also closely mimics the real annihilatio
process in a metal!. That is, one writes33
Downloaded 07 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Eg15E01aF
3Aj2~2j321!, ~14!

j2 and j3 being the two random variates. With theEg1 en-
ergy determined, energy conservation through Eq.~1! de-
mands that

Eg252E02Eg1 . ~15!

The next step is to incorporate the resolution broaden
associated with both detectors and their associated elec
ics. This is implemented by shifting the energies of the a
nihilation event toEg1 andEg2 to new values according to
independent randomized Gaussian distributions. Four v
ates are used at this stage—two for each Gaussian. Th
strumental ‘‘blurring’’ function can be obtained easily usin
the same MC code by puttingaC5aF50 ~i.e., by replacing
h with a delta function—see Fig. 2!. Finally, the events are
cumulated and binned.

Various sizes of 2D matrices have been investiga
(2563256, 5123512, and 102431024). MC spectra were
thrown from 104 to 108 counts. To approximately mimic the
ACAR momentum distribution, parameters pertinent
lithium data34 were chosen ~i.e., aC57.5 mrad, aF

54.4 mrad). Thes value of the detector was taken as 2 mr
~corresponding to a FWHM unit of 1.2 keV and 4.7 mrad
ACAR equivalent!. Simulated CDBS data, assuming th
MDAP for Li, are shown in Fig. 3~a!. The spectrum is quite
ideal when compared to a real CDBS spectrum. In particu
it has no low level random background and none of the ch
acteristic ‘‘cross’’ events atEg15Eg25511 keV. An ex-
ample of the ‘‘blurring’’ function is shown in Fig. 3~b!.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Improvement with non-negativity constraints

The deconvolution of the simulated spectrum witho
non-negativity constraints is shown in Fig. 4. While the r
sulting deconvoluted image is indeed sharper, it is seen
suffer from ripples, possessing negative values, and a f
 license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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4783Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 11, November 2003 Deconvolution of positron annihilation
mented background. Variation of the regularization para
eter was unable to reduce this rippling effect. It was fou
however, that introduction of the non-negativity constrai
into the deconvolution algorithm could largely reduce the
undesirable features. The deconvoluted spectrum of a s
lated CDBS data for lithium metal using non-negativity co
straints witha51023 is shown in Fig. 5. Thefa data lie
close to the lineE11E252E0 ~5512 channels! in a narrow
band without any of the negative ripples present in
‘‘single shot’’ method. The quality of the retrieval was a
sessed by taking a restricted channel cut along the diag
line. The retrieved CDBS spectrumfa is shown in Fig. 6
together with the true MDAP functionf and experimenta
1D-ACAR data for Li metal.34 The good agreement betwee
f and fa suggests that the non-negativity constraints
highly effective at producing accurate regularized solutio
for the deconvolution. Although there is still some ripplin

FIG. 4. Result of deconvoluted CDBSfa where no non-negativity con-
straint has been employed. The regularization parameter has been opti
but still negative portions exist with considerable rippling.

FIG. 5. Result of deconvoluted CDBSfa with non-negativity constraint has
been employed. The amount of rippling in the deconvoluted result is see
be very much reduced. For this deconvolutiona51023 and the zeroth norm
regularizer were used.
Downloaded 07 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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present,fa does not significantly deviate from the truef.
Such reasonable agreement would be sufficient for a w
range of positron annihilation investigations.

The first problem to address in optimal deconvolution
to decide on the best cut for the channel width ‘‘d.’’ Figure 7
shows a plot ofx2 againstd. For low-count spectra, i.e.
Ncts5104 and 105, the minimum x2 is attained whend
53.5 ~in FWHM units!. For high-count spectra withNcts

zed

to

FIG. 6. 1D CDBS spectrumfa ~dashed line! taken from a diagonal cut of 31
channels~two system FWHMs! compared with the true MDAPf. The
crosses show ACAR-MDAP data taken from Langet al. ~Ref. 34!.

FIG. 7. Variation of summed weighted squared residuals, chi-squaredx2

plotted as a function of the cutting widthd along the CDBS diagonal for
spectra havingNcts5104, 105, 106, and 108 counts. The dotted line indicate
the value ofd for which x2 is minimum.
 license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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5106 and 108; the d for x2 minimum is slightly larger at
;4.0 FWHM unit. These results are in good agreement w
the work of Gebaueret al.,35 indicating that a choice o
channel width of around 2 FWHM unit is suitable for a wid
range ofNcts. The value ofd52 FWHM was taken in the
following optimization studies.

B. Optimizing the regularization parameter and norm

In the present studyNcts was set at either 104, 105, 106,
and 108 while image matrix sizes (Nchn3Nchn) were set to
2563256, 5123512, and 102431024—our computationa
limit. In all the studiesNcts5108 was chosen forh spectra
and the tolerances of errors on the conjugate gradient me
was taken as 1023.

Figure 8 showsx2 as a function of the regularizatio
parametera. It is seen that a minimum occurs whenNcts

5104, while for Ncts5105, 106, and 108, the x2 decreases
monotonically asa is reduced. Ifa is too small, then insuf-
ficient regularization will causex2 to be high. Conversely, if
a is too large, regularization errors will occur again forcin
x2 to be high.36 In theNcts5104 case, the minimum occurs a

FIG. 8. Variation of the chi-squaredx2 of residuals plotted against the regu
larization parametera for synthetic CDBS spectra having5104, 105, 106,
and 108 counts, deconvoluted using the 2DNNGLSD algorithm. The zer
norm regularization was used, withNchn5512.
Downloaded 07 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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a50.1. The absence of a minimum for the high-count sp
tra (Ncts5105, 106, and 108) indicates the strong regulariz
ing action of the non-negativity constraint. AtNcts>105, the
signal-to-noise ratio is so small that the effect of regulari
tion becomes insignificant, and thus by puttinga50, we can
still obtain optimal deconvolution.

The quality of the deconvolution as expressed byx2

improves asNcts increases since the statistical noise lev
reduces for largeNcts to allow better function retrieval.
Larger matrix sizes are also expected to yield better dec
volution results as more information is present in the spe
on bothg andh functions. In Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! x2 is plotted
for different Nchn againsta for both Ncts5104 and 108, re-
spectively. Figure 9~a! shows, as already discussed, the reg
larization parametera is still effective, the value ofa50.1
giving optimal regularization irrespective ofNchn. The im-
portant point, however, is that thex2 value decreases with
Nchn, indicating that some improvement in deconvolution
to be obtained by choosing higher binning levels. Irresp
tive of matrix sizes, the high statistics data (Ncts5108), as
shown in Fig. 9~b!, produce the same ‘‘no minimum’’ behav
ior as remarked on above. Once again, theNcts5104 data
give a poorer quality deconvolution. The general trend of
largerNchn giving smallerx2 is clear.

In Figs. 10~a! and 10~b! equivalentx2 vs a plots are
shown for the cases ofk51 andk52, respectively. A com-
parison of Figs. 8 and 10~a! shows very little difference be
tweenk50 andk51 norms. However, for thek52 norm
shown in Fig. 10~b!, while being very similar tok50 and 1
for low a(,1022), gives a markedly improved regulariza
tion for large regularization parametersa(.102). For Ncts

5105, there exists ax2 minimum now ata50.1, and a
better deconvolute is obtained than the case of zeroa. From
this evidence it is to be generally concluded that the sec
derivative is a slightly better choice of norm.23 However, for
high spectral content CDBS dataN.105, in which the regu-
larization parametera<1024, there is no noticeable differ
ence in the quality of deconvolution, all derivatives esse
tially yielding the same result. This finding is the same
that of Chambless and Broadway,21,22 who also used non-
negativity constraints in deconvolution.

h

g

FIG. 9. Variation of the chi-squared
x2 of residuals plotted against the
regularization parametera for syn-
thetic CDBS spectra obtained usin
the 2DNNGLSD algorithm;~a! with
Ncts5104 and ~b! with Ncts5108. The
data are shown for the different CDBS
matrix sizes orNchn5256, 512, and
1024.
 license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 10. Variation of the chi-squared
x2 of residuals plotted against the
regularization parametera for syn-
thetic CDBS spectra withNchn5512
channels obtained using the 2DN
NGLSD algorithm, Ncts5104, 105,
106, and 108 counts,~a! with the first
derivative norm regularizer and~b!
with the second derivative norm regu
larizer.
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C. Residual instrumental function „RIF…

With many modern spectroscopy systems the distinc
between hardware and software components becomes
distinct, since both contribute to the final data quality. C
tainly within the context of the present discussion of dec
volution, a CDBS spectroscopy system may most appro
ately be considered to consist of the hardware electronics
software as a single system. This being the case, the s
system may be expected to have an effective resolution fu
tion, termed the residual instrumental function~RIF!,19

which is sharper than that of the hardware alone, namely,
hardware instrumental function~HIF!. In order to address
this question quantitatively, a deconvolution improveme
factor F is defined as

F5
FWHM~HIF!

FWHM~RIF!
. ~16!

Comparison of the narrower width of deconvolut
CDBS data from the peak along theE12E250 diagonal in
Fig. 4 and the raw data in Fig. 1~a! reveals an improvemen
of the effective system resolution. This follows from Eq.~1!
since the detection errorsd1 andd2 add in quadrature along
this diagonal, making the FWHM in this direction an acc
rate indicator of the system resolution. Some caution mus
taken, however, in generally assessing the system resolu
from the FWHM value along theE12E250 ~positive! diag-
onal since the shape of the combined resolution curve a
this diagonal is not, strictly speaking, the same as that al
the E12E252mc2 ~negative! diagonal. As discussed b
Britton et al.7 the resolution function along the negative d
agonal ~which is the resolution function of importance
CDBS! is the correlation integral of the two separate detec
resolution functionsR1(E) andR2(E), while that along the
positive diagonal is the convolution ofR1(E) andR2(E). In
the case ofR1(E) and R2(E) being both symmetric func
tions, as is the case in the present testing on simulated s
tra, the combined resolution function is the same along b
diagonals. Thus, in the present study we are permitted to
FWHM values of HIF and RIF from the profiles of the ra
and deconvoluted data along the positive diagonal a
means of assessing the quality of the deconvolution.

TheE12E250 diagonal cross sections of bothg andfa

data are shown in the inset of Fig. 11. The value ofF ob-
tained from these cross sections is plotted against the r
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larization parametera for the simulated 5123512 channel Li
CDBS spectra of differentNcts in Fig. 11. Fora,1023, F
remains essentially constant.~The lowering ofF for largea
results from the regularization error tends to broadenfa

through oversmoothing.! Apart from theNcts5103 case, the
saturation value ofF is ;3. An increaseNcts improvesF as
expected. However, the reason for the small improvem
~i.e., about 3.0–3.1 forNchn5512) and the small increase i
RIF quality against a large increases ofNcts is not well un-
derstood. In a similar study, Belinget al.8 using Monte Carlo
data with a much simpler Stoke’s scheme found empirica
that

F51.510.067 ln~NctsNchn!. ~17!

This relationship gives a stronger dependency ofF on
ln(Ncts) than that found in the present work, although t
magnitude, i.e.,F;3 is similar. It is easy to obtainF values
of around 3 from deconvoluted spectrum, and this leads
some optimism for approaching typical ACAR resolutio
performance using CDBS. In our case, the effect of dep

FIG. 11. Deconvolution improvement factorF plotted as a function of regu-
larization parametera for zeroth norm regularization obtained using th
2DNNGLSD algorithm. The data are shown forNcts5103, 104, 105, 106,
and 108 counts. The inset shows the cross sections through the CD
diagonal for both theg and fa functions~the ratio’s of which the FWHMs
defineF!.
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FIG. 12. ~a! Experimental CDBS spectrum for polycrystalline Al metal, with high energy backgrounds subtracted across the whole spectrum.~b! The same
data after having been deconvoluted using the 2DNNGLSD algorithm. Theh function ~not shown! was that of Fig. 1~b!, but again the cross pieces wer
partially subtracted based upon the data on the high energy sides. The zeroth norm witha51023 was used in this deconvolution. The number of spect
countsNcts523107 cts.
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dence onNcts andNchn on the quality of deconvolution is les
significant, and the realistic gains in instrumental resolut
to be obtained using the non-negativity constraint by incre
ing Ncts andNchn are more limited.

Deconvoluted spectra of effective system resolut
~FWHM! 320 eV ~or 1.25 mrad ACAR equivalent! are ob-
tained with F;3 from the present simulated data, whic
started with a HP~Ge! detector resolution of~FWHM! 1200
eV. The comparison with the resolving power of a typic
ACAR spectrometer;0.5–1.0 mrad~i.e., 128–256 eV! is
encouraging. It must also be stressed that while the n
negativity method is good, it is probably not the ultima
optimal way of performing CDBS spectral deconvolution
Further improvements may well be obtained with more
phisticated algorithms currently under development in
research group.

D. Deconvoluting experimental CDBS spectra

The CDBS spectrometer used in this work consisted
two HPGe detectors, with 80% and 60% relative efficienc
and 1.2 and 2.0 keV FWHM resolutions at 514 keV. The
effective resolution of the system was;4.0 mrad. The num-
ber of counts in the CDBS spectrumg and the resolution
function spectrumh ~obtained from 85Sr in quasicoinci-
dence! were 23107 and 53107, respectively. Digital spec
trum stabilization was employed on bothE1 and E2 chan-
nels.

The experimental CDBS data for annealed polycrys
line aluminum are shown in Fig. 12~a!, where background
counts due to Compton events from the 1.27 MeV gam
ray associated with22Na have been subtracted off by fitting
Gaussian to the ‘‘cross’’ data on the high energy sides of b
E1 andE2 . ~This background was not considered to be p
of the experimental signal in contrast to the ‘‘tailing’’ coun
on the low energy side of the ‘‘cross,’’ which may be co
sidered as part of the instrumental resolution. The ba
Downloaded 07 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ground was similarly subtracted from theh spectrum!. The
deconvolutedfa is shown in Fig. 12~b!. The improved reso-
lution is clearly seen from the narrowed width of the data
the E12E250 direction. Moreover, there is no sign of rip
pling in the near vicinity of this CDBS diagonal. Unfortu
nately, there is some residual signal belonging to the l

FIG. 13. 1D CDBS cut~with channel width52 system FWHMs! for the
deconvoluted Al data shown in Fig. 12~b!. The dotted line shows the CDBS
cut prior to deconvolution. The solid line shows the deconvolutedfa . The
crosses show the 1D-ACAR data of Langet al. ~Ref. 34! for polycrystalline
Al. The residual plot shows an accurate MDAP produced over the wh
momentum range after deconvolution.
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energy ‘‘cross’’ portions ofE1 andE2 . This effect indicates
that the low energy ‘‘cross’’ portions in the functionh give a
perfect description of the instrumental function. The reas
for this are unclear at present. This residual, however
unlikely to be affecting the data on the main CDBS diagon
which is seen to be nicely symmetric.

The quality of the deconvolute can be assessed by c
paring it with the known 2g momentum density as obtaine
using 1D-ACAR data for Al. This comparison is shown
Fig. 13. The ACAR data were taken from the early work
Lang et al.34 and are used here for comparison, being
only data available for the polycrystalline metal. The agr
ment with the ACAR data, while not perfect, is seen to
very good. Indeed, we believe that for many research ap
cations this quality of 2g momentum density may prov
quite adequate.
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